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Personalised for your lifestyle

A suite of switches with customisable designs.





Award-winning Designs: 
Ingenious Beauty 
The ground-breaking AvatarOn series is a true marriage of 
aesthetics and practicality, making it a perfect choice for all 
home or office designs. The switches are mirror-smooth and 
paired with Type 86 standard base boxes for a close fit to 
the wall. Moreover, the revolutionary switches can be fitted 
with a wide variety of customisable covers, giving AvatarOn 
the flexibility to integrate easily into any decor styles, meeting 
all aesthetic needs. 

Considered the perfect combination of form and function, 
our patented “Slim Rocker, Sure Click” SS technology not 
only gives AvatarOn a greater thinness overall, but also a 
near-zero contact jitter that reduces sparks, thus ensuring 
a safe and reliable use. 

In 2017, AvatarOn gained international recognition for its 
innovative design and quality excellence and was awarded 
the iF Design Award – one of the world’s most authoritative 
and reputable industrial design awards. 

SS Mechanism Conventional rocker



Modern Look 
The stylish and streamlined design of AvatarOn switch covers are 
finished in white, soft wood, dark wood and gold hairline materials 
for a classic look and universal elegance. 

Customisable Covers 
for True Adaptability 
AvatarOn switches are available in an array of replaceable covers 
for full customisation and integration into any home decor.



Customised Design 
Stamp your style with inspiring designs. The customised pattern covers of AvatarOn provides 
you with an extra canvas to showcase your creativity in a subtle yet apparent way. Perhaps, 
personalised covers with photographs of loved ones and those special moments in life so they 
continue to touch you every day with every flick of a switch! 
For more details, please contact us or visit our website: www.schneider-electric.com.my/avataron



As design trends are constantly evolving, home decor 
changes from time to time accordingly. The innovative snap-on 
replaceable cover design of AvatarOn gives consumers the 
flexibility to personalise their switches with a one-hand cover 
removal, as simple as changing a mobile phone case.

The unequalled design and unique glossy surface of AvatarOn 
faceplate serves as the perfect canvas for DIY customisation, 
you can now redesign your favourite covers and integrate them 
easily into your home decor.

For more details, please visit our website:
www.schneider-electric.com.my/avataron

Run Wild with 
Limitless Possibilities



The AvatarOn soft LED locators merges 
seamlessly with its sleek giant dolly, creating a 
stylish and streamlined design. Unobtrusive in 
daytime, the fluorescent LED locators glow with 
a soft luminescent in the dark, indicating the 
exact location of each switch at night. Combined 
with its outstanding performance, reliability, 
lifespan and energy saving features, the subtle 
glow of AvatarOn switches beautifully blends 
practical aesthetics with leading-edge design.

Tech-chic Design
that Shines

To meet with the demand of modern busy lifestyles, various 
cover designs incorporating key holders, USB charging 

socket with mobile phone frames are specially designed for 
added conveniences, efficiencies and beauty at home.

Multifunctional Accessories 
for Every Day Conveniences
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